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Sponsored by

GET
CREATIVE
ArtPrize® Labs provide unique
experiential learning opportunities
for ArtPrize Nine visitors.
• DROP-IN STUDIOS are selfdirected creative experiences.
• EVENTS feature hands-on art
activities and creative experiments.
• MOBILE WORKSHOP provides
pop-up art making activities with
repurposed materials.

ARTPRIZE®
101
Five simple steps to ENHANCE
your ArtPrize experience.
STEP 1: Take a moment to pause
and experience the work of art.
STEP 2: What do you see or hear?
What’s happening?
STEP 3: Why is it the way that it
is? The artist statement can help
with this.
STEP 4: How does it relate to your
own life, feelings or ideas? Does it
challenge you?
STEP 5: Vote - do you think it
should win ArtPrize?

VOTE

ACT IT OUT
Designed by
Grand Rapids Art Museum,
Learning and Creativity Department

LOOK for a work of art that uses
movement. (Make sure that you
have plenty of room to move
around!)
Find a person or animal in a work
of art and try to copy its pose
with your body.
Choose a painting in the gallery
and pretend you are the artist.
How would you move your brush
to create big or small strokes?

Artists create MOVEMENT in their
work by using actions, lines and
brush strokes to suggest motion.

Join ArtPrize Labs @ GRAM Studio
artprize.org/events

SPOTTING
SPLATTERS
Designed by Air Zoo

EXPLORE ArtPrize® Nine to
discover splatters all over the city!
Look closely at a variety of
ArtPrize entries to DISCOVER
paint, ink and glue that has been
splattered, dripped, smeared and
globbed onto works of art.
• What liquid made the splatter?
• If there are layers, can you tell
which one came first? How can
you tell?
• Do you think the mark was
intentional or unintentional? Why?
• Why do you think the artist
dripped, globbed and splattered
onto their work of art?
• What other types of splatters
can you discover along the way?
Draw a picture of it and report to
the Air Zoo table for inspection
during events below.

Join ArtPrize Labs @ Rosa Parks Circle
for Air Zoo’s High Velocity
Impact Art activities
artprize.org/events

UNIQUE
MATERIAL
CHALLANGE
Designed by
Grand Rapids Public Museum

Artists use a variety of unique
tools and materials to make art!
While visiting ArtPrize® Nine,
stop by the Grand Rapids Public
Museum to explore 18 outdoor
entries that use unique materials
- some are even edible. Can you
find art that incorporates unusual
techniques or materials?
• What materials were used?
• What would these materials
TYPICALLY be used for?
• Do you feel the materials
ENHANCED or HINDERED the
piece? Why?
• Find five sculptures that use
materials in a UNIQUE way.

FINDING
INSPIRATION
Designed by
Grand Rapids Children’s Museum

Art begins with inspiration.
This means artists see, feel, hear
or touch something that becomes
an idea and eventually a work
of art.
THINK OF AN IDEA THAT YOU
HAVE HAD...
What inspired that idea?
Look around you now, look very
closely. Do you see anything that
inspires you?
WHEN YOU’RE AT ARTPRIZE®...
What do you think may have
inspired the artist to create this
work of art? Does the work inspire
you? Why?

Join ArtPrize® Labs @
GRCM Kids’ ArtFest
artprize.org/events

ARTPRIZE®
SCAVENGER
HUNT
Designed by Grand Rapids Kids

GO ON AN ART ADVENTURE!
Work with your family to find
ArtPrize entries that...
Move
Have a texture
Make a sound
Make you laugh
Have a bold pattern
Remind you of family
Are made from
repurposed materials
Remind you of friends
Are smaller than you
Are bigger than you
Are surprising
Glow

Join ArtPrize Labs @ ArtPrize HUB/HQ
for GRKids Stroller Tours
artprize.org/events

CONTEMPORARY
ART CHALLENGE
Designed by
Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts

Take the Contemporary Art
Challenge and find works of art
that address contemporary issues
and transform urban spaces.
• How many works of art
can you find that break from
TRADITIONAL STYLES and or
utilize UNIQUE MATERIALS?
• Can you find a work of art that
incorporates COMMUNITY and
COLLABORATION in the process?
• Find five works of art that
address CONTEMPORARY ISSUES.
• Find five works of art that are
visible from the street.

TEAMWORK
MAKES THE
DREAM WORK
Designed by Lions & Rabbits

Explore ArtPrize® to discover
the power of collaboration!
• Find three COLLABORATIVE
ArtPrize entries.
• How do you think the artists
worked together to create the
piece?
• Do you think the MEANING
would change if it was created
by just one artist?

Join ArtPrize Labs @ Lions & Rabbits
artprize.org/events

WORDS
AND IMAGES
Designed by Wimage

We communicate in many ways...
• Find a piece of art that uses
WORDS to communicate.
• Find a piece of art you can
TOUCH and describe it with
one word.
• Find a piece of art that uses
IMAGES to communicate.
• Find a piece of art with BOTH
words and images together.
• Look at a piece of art and
summarize it in ONE word.
• DOWNLOAD the free Wimage
app to create a visual story using
words and images.

Join ArtPrize® Labs @ Rosa Circle Park
for Wimee performances
artprize.org/events

ARTPRIZE®
BINGO
Designed by Artists Creating Together

Work together to FIND ArtPrize
Nine entries that fit descriptions
below. Mark them off your bingo
sheet as you explore - the first one
to complete a straight line wins.
Art that
makes a
sound

Art found
in water

Art created
by two or
more artists

Art that
you can
walk all
the way
around

Art that
uses
technology

Art that
projects
light

Art that
challenges
you

FREE

SPACE

Art that
makes you
sad

Art made of
repurposed
materials

Art that
has lots of
different
textures

Art made
from
unexpected
materials

Art that is
taller than
you

Art with
more than 3
colors

Art that
makes you
happy

Join ArtPrize Labs @ Downtown Market
for ACT’s Alphabet Soup
artprize.org/events

ART IN VIEW
Use the viewfinder for a unique
way to EXPLORE and experience
ArtPrize®.
STEP 1: Cut out the viewfinder.
STEP 2: Hold viewfinder
at arm’s length to create
unique compositions of your
surroundings.

CREATE A
POP-UP GALLERY
Feeling INSPIRED by ArtPrize®?
Organize a pop-up museum with
your friends and family! Follow
these simple steps to bring
people together to engage in
conversations through stories,
art and objects:
STEP 1: Find a location - an
empty room, building, outdoor
or digital space.
STEP 2: Choose a theme
(optional).
STEP 3: Invite people to
participate. Ask everyone to
bring/share an object or piece
of art.
STEP 4: Ask participants to create
a label for their art object and
install it within the selected space.
STEP 5: Provide a platform
to engage participants in a
conversation.
STEP 6: Voilà! - a pop-up museum.

YOUR ARTPRIZE®
STORY
Today we explored ArtPrize!
First, we saw a ________________
(noun)

at the _________________. Then
(ArtPrize venue)

I discovered a work of art that
made me feel ________________.
(emotion)

It was a _____________________
(ArtPrize category)

piece made out of ____________,
(noun)

was the color(s) of a
___________ and I left wondering
(noun)

____________________________.
(thought or question)

While looking at a piece of
art, I had a conversation with
_____________________ about
(name)

_____________________, and we
(a work of art)

thought it was _____________
(exclamation)

to experience! My visit to
ArtPrize inspired me to
____________________, and I will
(verb)

continue the conversation about
____________________________.
(noun)

ArtPrize® Nine is filled
with opportunities for
your family to explore,
discover, learn and
create.
Art from around the
world takes over every
inch of downtown Grand
Rapids - museums,
galleries, restaurants,
theatres, public parks,
bridges, laundromats
and auto body shops.
Bring your family to
ArtPrize Nine to explore
a city filled with artwork,
events and creative
activities for all ages.

It’s free and everyone
is invited!
Learn more:
artprize.org

